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In the late 1960s and early '70s there arose most improbably in

this country dedicated to individual expression a succession of artists'

groups that can be understood as a last blazing up of the fires that had

driven the great European avant-gardes—the Impressionists,

Expressionists, Futurists, Cubist3, Dadas, and so on. Just as

Romanticism had flowered again in Symbolism and then Surrealism, so this

transplanted European avant-garde flower had taken root in little

noticed cooperative traditions among American artists. Among various of

these American groups were to be found the same Utopian ideals and

programs, whether mystical or technological or political, that had

earlier animated the European artists. As with the Europeans, most

members of these American groups were painters or poets, but there were

also visual arti3ts in other media, dancers, composers, and those who

worked in several media at once.

We may follow sociologists in ascribing a very high "density" of

flows of information, ideology, energy, support, money, etc. between

members of these groups. By contrast, we would expect to find less

"density" among most artists' collaborations, colonies, co-op galleries,

alternate spaces, or groups temporarily put together for purposes of

grant application or exhibition. Together with the high density of

groups often goes a weakening of their members' ego boundaries, which

may produce an exaltation and periods of heightened creativity.

The title "Light as Truth" given an earlier version of this

paper comes from an article in a 1968 Yale Alumni Magazine describing a

group of artists who called themselves "Pulsa" and who used banks of

fluorescent and strobe lights to produce meditative effects in viewers.



This is not the first time in art history that light has been equated

with truth—one thinks of the dome of Hagia Sophia in Constantinople or

the choir of St. Denis. But while these monuments are 3till the object

of study, almost every trace of Pulsa's work and that of another

artists' group of the 1960s, USCO, which also worked with light, has

disappeared. Light is a terribly ephemeral medium. One can locate a

few slides which, for reasons that will be explained, are completely

unsatisfactory in reconstituting what must have been the effects of the

original works. One can also, after 20 or 25 years, collect the

contradictory utterances of the artists, thus adding the uncertainties

of oral history to those of the works. I have in fact done taped

interviews with six artists connected with USCO and ten associated with

Pulsa. But even were it possible to commission the artists to

reassemble and put into working order their scattered and disused

equipment in order to effect, with something of their old verve, a

historical reconstruction, we might no longer have the sensibility to

understand it as it was originally understood. Today drugs suggest

crime rather than the possibilities of higher consciousness; what seemed

to many an easy polarity between right and wrong in the Vietnam era has

dissolved; the effects of group interaction and communal living upon the

production of art are now outside the experience of many young artists.

The USCO and Pulsa groups were innovators not only in art

but in technology. Contemporary technology—computers especially—being

inadequate to their vision, they were forced to invent. But then

technology bypassed them, so that they had no direct successors. But

since they had been on the technological cutting edge, they had no

antecedents either. The critic Christopher Caudwell coined the term
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"poetic pocket" to refer to situations where, for a period, one of the

arts appears to develop by an inner logic without connections to

contemporary social and political life. I would like to use the notion

of an art historical pocket to refer instead to situations 3uch as those

of USCO and Pulsa: Artists without predecessors or successors by which

to situate their work, whose ephemerality make it difficult to

reconstitute and hence to evaluate. I would also like, later in this

paper, to sketch out a possible partial solution to this problem; since

this solution has not yet been fully worked out, the paper should be

regarded as a work-in-progress.

A poet with an exalted vision of how poetry could make use of

other media to realize itself recruited a painter and an engineer to

help him execute his pro jects--such was the origin of USCO, a group of

"intermedia" artists who became known for their light and motion

performances. These people were headquartered in Woodstock and

Garnerville, New York. USCO took part in the L.S.D. experiments of the

mid-' 60s and had an Indian guru known as Meher Baba at the same time

that it followed the media prophecies of Marshall McLuhan. Its name

responded to the communal impulses of the ' 60s and had earlier been

written "US Company" or "W. E. USCO."

Gerd Stern, the poet, had attempted to 3tudy poetry at Black

Mountain College with M.C. Richards, but she was on the point of leaving

when he arrived. Here one may note the presence of a number of

historical artistic communities, many of them advocating synaesthesia or

correspondence of the arts, in USCO's background. Stern caught up with

Richards again at the Gate Hill community at Stony Point, New York,



which had been built after the communitarian ideas of Paul and Percival

Goodman (and also Ralph Borsodi) by Paul Williams, a former student and

benefactor of Black Mountain, and in which certain other Black Mountain

people such as John Cage and David Tudor had also settled.

Stern settled in Stony Point around 1961 to be near this

community, then moved several hours away to Woodstock, whose history as

an artists' colony goes back to 1902, when the Arts and Crafts community

of Byrdcliffe had been set up by a wealthy English follower of William

Morris. In Stony Point, Stern had met the painter Steve Durkee, who had

come to the area for the 3ame reason, and who soon moved into a former

church in nearby Garnerville. Durkee had served as apprentice to an

artist who had studied with Suzuki-Roshi, the Zen scholar who was also

Cage's teacher, and this artist had also made him read Ananda K.

Coomaraswamy, the Indian art historian who had taught at Harvard. An

intense Catholic upbringing made Durkee especially receptive to the

idea, which he believes he found in Coomaraswamy, that Western art since

the Renaissance had fallen from its true vocation in the 3acred and the

communitarian and entered into an efflorescence of decay.* Durkee and

his wife Barbara had lived in a small commune in Lagunitas, California

before coming to Garnerville.* But perhaps the most important artistic

community in the experience of both artists was the one in San

Francisco: Stern had lived there at various times since 1948, had been

involved with the San Francisco Poetry Center, seems to have known all

the painters, assemblage artists and independent film-makers, did public

relations for Lewis Hill at KPFA, worked three years with the composer

Harry Partch. Barbara Durkee was from San Francisco, and it was there

that Steve Durkee began to teach Stern "acuity of eye" or possibly some



"craft dexterity" in collaging poems made of cut-up newspaper headlines

over boxes and other objects. It was there too that Stern recruited the

engineer of the group, Michael Callahan, to electrify a large sculpture

with words that flashed on and off. Callahan, who had grown up there,

had been working for the San Francisco Tape Center in the building it

shared with both KPFA and Ann Halprin; she has been credited as the

primary source for California minimalism and her dance workshops were a

sub-community within the San Francisco art world. *

However, probably the first contact between those who were later

to form the USCO network occurred with the 1960 meeting of Steve Durkee

and Stewart Brand—later publisher of The Whol e Earth Catalogue—in San

Francisco. They sailed and camped together, simultaneously courted

their wives, and shared an interest in Native Americans: Durkee' s father

had grown up on a reservation and Brand's future wife, Lois, was a full-

blooded Indian. Slightly later Brand visited the Durkees in a loft on

Fulton Street, New York, that had belonged to Rauschenberg and before

that to Cy Twombly. Steve Durkee was cited by critic Gene Swenson in

Art News as a leading figure in the new Pop Art movement, together with

Lichtenstein, Rosenquist, and Warhol, and was picked up by the Allan

Stone Gallery uptown, where his work sold briskly. By thi3 time, in

1962, the Durkees were installed in the Garnerville church, apparently

bought by Barbara who was independently wealthy.* Steve brought Allan

Stone to see some boxes that Gerd Stern had collaged with words and

mechanized with Paul Williams' help, and Stone showed them in his

gallery. Then Steve Durkee entered into his "blue period" and began to

produce spiritually-generated abstract paintings which Stone could not



sell. Durkee told Swenson that Pop Art paintings now seemed "like icons

of suffering, icons of pain like Grunewald's and just as

expressive. .. .These portrayals of frustration and pain and torture seem

unnecessary suffering for me now. The Buddha said, 'I show you sorrow

and I show you the ending of sorrow. "... .The true implication of these

works is an opening of people to the madness and pain which surrounds

them; most people will not really see it because they are not prepared

to. .
."

In 1963 Stern was in San Francisco trying to produce a seven foot

sculpture shaped like a "Stop" sign with flashing inset road directions,

through one or another of whose eight speakers the collage taped was

played. This sculpture, whose road directions may be read allegorically

and which may also be seen—through Kerouac's On the Road—a3 a link to

the Beat Generation—came to be titled, "Contact is the Only Love." It

is curious that both principal USCO artists came from an oblique

involvement with Pop Art, perhaps through the influence of Robert

Indiana, whom both knew; their common interest in what Durkee calls "the

poetic fragments of American existence" was what first bound him and

Stern together. Invited by the San Francisco museum to give a poetry

reading to help finance construction of "Contact" and impressed by what

he had read in an advance copy of McLuhan's Understanding Media , Stern

turned the reading into a multimedia event with 64 performers. The

event was designed to test McLuhan'3 premise that, as Stern paraphrases

it, "in understanding media it is important to disregard content and

regard effect." "Contact" and Stern's kinetic poems from the Stone

Gallery were exhibited concurrently with this event in November 1963.



Although the local music critic panned the event, it gave the artists a

feeling of cohesion and momentum.

Stern also began to make slides with words that could be projected

in ever-changing collage patterns on the walls. In January 1964 Stern,

his wife Judi, and Callahan did a performance piece with these slides

and four audio channels called "Verbal American Lanadscape" in

Vancouver—Marshall McLuhan lectured on the same program

—

and then

repeated it in a number of midwestern American colleges. In August of

that year Callahan joined the Sterns in Woodstock. The three would

commute to Garnerville or the Durkees to Woodstock to work out new

performance pieces. The problem of coordinating large numbers of visual

and audio outputs at a time when video, mixers, and other equipment were

not commercially available required Callahan to exercise great technical

ingenuity. Brand would float in and out; on one visit he may have

introduced Durkee to Timothy Leary and Richard Alpert at their

headquarters in Millbrook, New York where they were experimenting with

L.S.D. Durkee found L.S.D. a positive and liberating experience, and

took it repeatedly. Perhaps it was in early 1965 that Gerd and Judi

Stern and Michael Callahan began gradually to move into the Garnerville

church. Over a period of about a year, the group became a commune.

Another round of college tours took place that Spring. The USCO name

was adopted. Publicity surrounding the performances brought visitors,

who were put to work on the group's projects, and who sometimes stayed.

A ring of peripheral members formed around the five or six (if Brand is

counted) at the core.

In June 1965 the Durkees left for the West, returning around

Thanksgiving to work on a more sophisticated performance sequence.



titled "Hubbub," which toured Eastern colleges in December. To pay for

equipment and other expenses, the USCO women silk-screened posters and

sold them at performances, and USCO did slides and programming for a 21-

channel multimedia discotheque, "The World," in a hangar in Garden City.

The Durkees went West again, and Steve began an eight-month lecture tour

with Richard Alpert, who became known as Baba Ram Dass. More people

moved into the church. When Durkee returned in early 1966 to work on a

big USCO exhibit at the Riverside Museum in New York, the church was

full. Again the core members left, Gerd Stern and Callahan to attend a

big L.S.D. conference in California. On their return, in August, Steve

Durkee gave the church occupants two weeks to leave, a unilateral action

which Stern and Callahan felt inconsistent with group spirit and with

the USCO slogan (taken from Meher Baba) "We Are All One." To prevent

similar incidents and also for tax purposes the church was reorganized

as a corporation, open to the public Sunday afternoons. The central

area, previously a studio for painting, silk-screening, films and dance,

was turned into a shrine, known as the Tabernacle.

The show at the Riverside Museum in New York, held in May and June

1966, was by all accounts the apogee of USCO effort and experience. The

story was on the cover of Life magazine. Crowds of young people spent

all day at the museum. There was a fountain with a rotating light

projector, an ongoing sound collage, and pulsing light bulbs embedded in

paintings that had been wired and perforated to receive them. Part of

this installation was later transferred to the Tabernacle. Other USCO

museum installations were seen at the Stedilijk Museum in Eindhoven, at

Experiments in Art and Technology (E.A.T.) in Brooklyn, and at the

Whitney in New York.
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Durkee was alienated by what he considered the commercial

crassness of the discotheque and by a later environment done for Scott

Paper Company. Then Meher Baba in India sent word for the group to stop

taking drugs; Durkee, once an enthusiastic drug-user, found the group's

compliance too slow and half-hearted. The group had discussed founding

a low-energy center in New Mexico to balance the high-energy one near

New York,- the plans had been drawn up in the church and agreed upon. In

October 1986 the Durkees went to New Mexico to look for land and never

returned. Their New Mexico commune, Lama, had a spiritual instead of an

artistic orientation and restrictions that the others found too

constraining to want to move there. Later Durkee became a Muslim and

led the building of a mosque and madrasah entirely of adobe on a height

above Abiquiu, New Mexico. Stern was offered a faculty position at

Harvard and moved with Callahan to Cambridge where, with some

associates, they used the USCO hardware to begin their own company.

Intermedia Systems, and to put their creativity and expertise to

educational and industrial use.

Of course, it is difficult to evaluate USCO work from a few

slides. On one hand. Brand says that most USCO work wouldn't stand up

well today, that USCO was at a transition point between Beatniks and

Hippies and that it3 pioneering hrinoleur ingenuity was quickly

superseded by video and other new electronic technologies. On the other

hand, Callahan denies that '70s or '80s video technologies have any more

"superseded" the USCO approach than acrylic paints have superseded oils,

while Stern maintains that the sophistication of USCO multimedia effects

have not yet been equalled and that comparable work today i3 amateurish.



In any case it is clear that, although USCO's core included trained

artists in different fields, they were not in their performances

primarily interested in art but in the exercise of benevolent power, in

overwhelming their audiences through the media of art in order to take

them to higher levels of consciousness and understanding. Gerd Stern

recalls, that their approach to a new performance space while on tour

was to fill the whole surround with images. From their huge image bank

they would select genres of images and screen them at random within each

genre. They would commandeer every available projection device and then

hook up their own projectors until fuses began to blow and the

custodians had to figure out ways to bring in fresh power.

Stern in particular was at first committed to providing an

experience of sensory overload analogous to but not the same as that of

L.S.D. The authorities for this practice were biologists who had

described the functioning of the brain. "He thought that if you could

put enough stuff out there, you could kind of blow people away, that

they would get to a point of openness by overwhelming them, " Steve

remembers. "Somebody once said, 'Paradox is the tear in the fabric of

time and space which allows us to experience the eternal.' The purpose

of the overload experience, whether acid or media, was to break through

that linear time and space dimension so that you could go some place

else.... That was one of Gerd's lines that Tim Leary later picked up on,

'You've got to get out of your mind to use your head,' and I think

that's quite true." * [GS interview also non-linear] Callahan demurs,

preferring a technical explanation: "I always looked upon our work as

the modulation of energy, as opposed to raw power. I recall that

modulation analogies were often used in planning and producing the
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shows; frequency, phase, amplitude and pulse modulation techniques were

all employed. Given that a number of these techniques are inherently

inefficient, we had to start with a lot to wind up with what we did."

In any case, after the "Hubbub" performances of December 1965 the group

began to feel that overload was not only causing audiences some pain but

failing to guide their experience. "The overload experience also

clashed with the meditation techniques we were practicing at Garnerville

to establish group harmonies. So we changed." [GS in Davis, 159].

Toward the performance's end the outputs would now fade until there was

only an infinity sign on the oscilloscope and the sound of an amplified

heartbeat. Barbara Durkee recalls,

So there was really beautiful sound and terrible sound and traffic
sound and exalted sound, and visually also... there were babies
crying and angels and flowers, the insides of flowers and there
were skies with clouds coming through and airplanes and country
shots. There were usually two to five screens going all the time,
with these images fading in and out as we got more sophisticated.
And so the kind of sensorium that occurred at that time was really
a blast, but there was enough of that kind of thing that goes deep
in, those kind of key places where new people can be touched in
their hearts, you know, opened. .. .After about an hour and a half
then it would slowly slow down, and then at the end of it there
would be this long OM and the oscilloscope would beat down to one
place. I just loved it because I thought it was true. [Greer 14]

Then "it was probably ten minutes before anyone moved, and that

was the most unifying experience we had had." [JS 14] Unifying of

something inside the performers that seemed to coalesce upon the walls

—

"It was a collective, it was a shared vision, and it was all of us

putting out'selves up on the screen what we wanted to get up there the

best we could." [MC, in GS 56] "The inner experience that it was

describing was pretty much the experience of all five of us mixed up

together, and then whoever else came in. But other people really didn't

have a large influence on it." [AG, 17]
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As for the audience, the critic Richard Kostelanetz noted an

"archetypal theme [such as] the motif of the Quest" running through

early 1966 performances, and an USCO description of other performances

later that year asserted that they were "a journey of this being riding

and fighting the waves from birth through love's body, searching living

currents, sampling peaks of illumination, holding on and letting go the

experience of time-space-death, finding potential rebirth in the

consciousness [that] We Are All Onp. " [rk, 244; GS 57-58] As "overload

produces the state where some kind of transcendent content becomes

possible, " Durkee believes, the audience may actually have experienced

such content in the meditational space that followed.

Unlike USCO, the Pulsa group enjoyed a relatively stable

funding situation during the first five at least of its seven years,

from 1966 to 1973. Its members all had connections with Yale

University, which hired many of them as research associates and let them

use its letterhead to solicit what must have been hundreds of thousands

of dollars in surplus equipment. The Graham Foundation gave them a

grant of 510,000 a year for five years. It was to be expected therefore

that the semi-institutional Pulsa, although belonging to the tradition

of European avant-gardes, would be less Bohemian than USCO and less

fractious internally. USCO work used colorful imagery and had a semi-

religious, ritualistic quality; by contrast, Pulsa work was austere and

reductive. USCO started with a bombardment of the senses; Pulsa work

had a directly meditative cast. USCO certainly had one foot in the art

world, but also a foot in poetry and one in the popular culture world of

light shows and discotheques. Pulsa, though it conceived of its pieces
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as "public art" and took a 3trong anti-museum stance, worked almost

entirely within museums and university art departments.

In the Spring of 1966 two graduate painting students,

Patrick Clancy and Micha»el Cain, made contact with an undergraduate

film-maker, David Rumsey, and shortly began a series of experiments

creating light and sound environments in his white-painted loft. For

the painters this meant a transfer of the field painting both were doing

from pigment to light, for the film-maker a redirection from point

source light to fields of light. By means of modulators or

transformers, musical sounds were made to control lights, which in turn

produced sounds that were recorded and replayed to produce effects of

interest and complexity. The third series ("Program Three") involved

four walls of surplus white fluorescent tube3 fired through an anode at

one end of the tube and a wire wrapped externally around the other end,

so that hundreds of tubes would light up all at once—brightly in

response to a high-frequency sound, cloudily in response to one of low

frequency. The slight pinging sound made by ionizing the ga3 in each

tube was recorded and used to rhythmically fire the tubes. The four

tape recorders and the walls of tubes each of them controlled would

drift out of 3ynch and it might take 40 minute3 for them to come

together again, at which time the piece was over.

"What you bcame aware of was the light washing back across

the surface of the space back into the tube. What you become aware of

was the decay of the light, not so much the attack of the light,"

recalls Clancy (9) . It would "seem as if there were gobs of darkness

[with] almost a kind of plastic physicality to them floating out toward
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the viewer from a field of continuous light," reports Cain. "Coming out

in space towards you were these [animated] little cloud-like shapes of

darkness" (37) . "It was a very enriching, uplifting, exhilarating,

meditative experience for a lot of the people who came in." The critic

Lucy Lippaard reported that "after the first half hour it became

increasingly difficult to separate oneself from the environment."

Perhaps because, as Cain says, "we were experimenting

actively with our biochemistry through the very frequent ingestion of

various hallucinogenic drugs," even at this stage the group was

possessed of "a kind of fearless ambition to accomplish great syntheses

of knowledge and production." Convinced thafit the art world that had

brought the Abstract Expressionists to power was corrupt and "bankrupt

in terms of cultural effectiveness," these artists and their friends had

sought out the young composers La Monte Young, Terry Riley, Steve Reich,

and Jim Tenney, and would later bring them to Yale. They were familiar

with the experimental film scene and the work of Group Zero and some of

the Italian kinetic art groups. They had read widely about computers

and artificial intelligence. Some friends at Stanford with no previous

musical experience whatsoever had recently started their own rock and

roll band. Now the group summoned Bill Duesing, a Yale architecture

student then in California, who had worked with them before, and who was

"blown away" by Program Three. "Very, very effective," he recalls. "It

affected consciousness in a way that. was just incredible." (Some

writings of the time suggest that the production of alpha brain waves

may have been responsible for such effects)

.

(Incidentally, Michael Cain prefers me not to publish these

two slides [slides], which he says emphasize individual sculptures at
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the expense of a larger field, or these two [slides], which he says are

"trivial" because they show colored light. David Rumsey demurs, saying,

"We did quite a bit with dichroic light"—a kind of filter which had

just come out—"he's being purist about it. I was more 'showbiz,' with

Patrick more in the middle." He suggests publishing whichever slides

are most interesting visually)

.

Jack Tworkov, then chair of the Yale art department, had

seen and praised the restraint of Pulsa work: "There was a merciful

absence of any effort either to entertain or lobotomise the

witness. .. .The performance was sober, measured and completely devoid of

trickiness," he wrote. In mid-1967 the group was invited to mount a

light-and-sound installation in a large space in the Yale Art and

Architecture building. In addition to the fields of light created by

the pulsing of the fluorescent walls, they installed sheets of

reflective mylar to create illusory secondary spaces, and by feeding

sounds into wire screening under the mylar to make it vibrate created

non-point fields of sound as well. At the same time, Pulsa introduced

point sources of light in the form of strobes. In order to have more

flexible and efficient control over their sounds and lights, the group

also decided to build a voltage-controlled signal synthesizer and

invited Peter Kindlmann, head of Yale electronics lab, and Paul Fuge, an

undergraduate psychology major knowledgeable about electronics, to help

them build it. At about the same time, William Crosby, an architecture

student and friend of Rumsey' s who had been building his own machines to

produce light-sound interactions, was also invited to join, bringing the

core group to seven members (WC8) . No such synthesizer as the one

Kindlmann and Fuge designed had ever been built before. According to a
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contemporary account, "its circuitry allows the generation of complex

voltage sequences variable in both frequency (corresponding to pitch in

sound, pattern in light) and amplitude (corresponding to volume in

sound, brightness in light) . . . .A staggering number of programs can run

simultaneously and at any desired speed, and, moreover, each program can

be routed to any or all of the light walls, which among them contain

more than a thousand bulbs" (YAM). The group's feeling of social

responsibility and interest in public art led Kindlmann to publish the

synthesizer's circuit design in IEEE Sp^frum, an electrical engineering

magazine. Referring to music notation, the composer Stockhau3en once

told Pulsa that the notation for its pieces was its circuitry, that that

was where the information and documentation lay.

At last Pulsa, commissioned to do a piece in the Boston Gardens,

was given a chance to interact with the general public. Sinking 55

xenon strobe-lights throughout the four-acre hour-glass-shaped pond and

placing 55 poly-planar speakers at water level around its peripheries,

Pulsa controlled these outlets with its synthesizer but also with

elements of analog and digital computers, a punch-paper tape reader, and

magnetic tape. Lippard, viewing this installation in October 1968,

reported.

One saw and heard flashes of light and sound whipping over
the water surface at the rate of 200-300 m.p.h., like high-speed
skipping stones whose direction, pattern and rhythm were capable
of endless modulation. Each point of brightness crossed one's
vision instantaneously, and was retained largely as an after-
imaage resembling a flying saucer of luminiscence, an oval corona
of light refraction with a higher-intensity blip at the center.
While it was clear that the path of these flashes described a line
of some kind, it was impossible to reconstruct a linear
configuration of any enduring or analyzable particularity. Sound-
light rhythms were pervasive but elusive, entirely non-relational.
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From the bridge across the narrow part of the pond, Clancy looked

down at the lights 15 inches under the surface of the water and had "the

illusion of an aura or a sphere. .. .When it went off it created a saucer

that seemed to bend or distort the surface of the water, like a big

energy source with a penumbra" [PC 31J . Thousands of people on their

way home from work each night would come upon this entirely unannounced

and unprepossessing event whose lights and sounds picked up building and

car lights and traffic noises from around the park. It was intended to

capture and blend the voices of passers-by into this mixture as well;

although it is not clear whether this plan was successful, the intention

shows a slight shift in Pulsa objectives, from merely altering

consciousness to creating a sentient and interactive environment

controlled by artificial intelligence.

Lippard had seen the loft, the Art and Architecture

Building, and the Boston Gardens, and summed up her impressions.

The non-relational, non-referential quality is at the core
of Pulsa ' s achievements. In all three projects, the
configurations created were so abstract that they seemed to exist
at some new perceptual threshold. .. .The effect was one of great
beauty ... .The high speed with which the light and sounds were
relayed into and out of one's vision, hearing, and mental focus
seem to bypass the associative channels of the brain. Just as the
sea evokes nothing but the sea, because it is so powerful a
phenomenon in itself, so these experiences have seemed
sufficiently informative about themselves and their surroundings
to block anecdotal and Rorschach responses.

*

Time is obviously an important element in the Pulsa
experience. It takes a certain duration (not necessarily
concentration) to comprehend any of their projects. After the
initial period of immediate perception, and a secondary interim
when I, for one, attempt to make some single formal sense of the
light-sound relationships and then reject it as futile, the real
experience begins with an absorption of the very subtle structures
on a "physiological" level. The longer one spends becoming
involved in the work, the clearer one's sensations become, until
they take on an obsessive and almost revelatory character.
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If this experience is now lost to us, so is the equally

fugitive one of the group process that produced it. Many group members

had lived together, singly or as couples, for four of them were married.

From 1969 to 1972 the entire group and their wive3 and girlfriends, with

the exception of Kindlmannn, lived together in a big house in Oxford,

Connecticut known as Harmony Ranch. Group process intensified; they

became a commune. There was no mechanism for deciding which proposed

projects to pursue; rather they were talked out endlessly until either a

sufficient number of people agreed to work on one or it was dropped. A

circle of friends and associates participated with the core group on

different projects. The composers mentioned earlier came to visit, as

did those of the group Musica Elettronica Viva; the Pulsa people went to

hear concerts of Indian and Javanese music at Wesleyan University.

Cooking was a favorite activity, and Clancy is said to have spent an

entire week preparing a particularly festive meal.

For the first two or three months of 1969, the group did night

experiments with strobes, "drones" (the little orange strobes found

around roadside construction sites), and lasers on the Yale Golf Course.

This period was marked by an increasing emphasis on computer

programming. The group had been given a computer that had been used to

run a production line in a bread factory, and which accepted only a

machine language constructed in binary numbers; a programming specialist

spent days trying to make it work. An impression of the work of this

period comes from the testimony of Michael Moore, a painter who worked

with the group from time to time.

The golf course was bleak and bare in winter, with little
patches of trees and rolling hills. The first thing we did was
set up a straight line of strobe lights which would be programmed
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to fire in succession so that the light would seem to go shooting
off into the trees and then come shooting back. On either side
of them was a row of blinking yellow lights that they use of
highways, which all go off at slightly different times. So "you'd
have this yellow, sort of random line on either side of this line
of lights that would shoot into the trees and shoot back. Then
the program got so you'd send a line of light out and have
another one coming back at the same time and they'd appear to
cross, like maybe the experience one would have on a night
highway, passing a lot of cars. A3 it would move through the
woods it would illumine the woods intensely with bright lights,
then go into blackness again. With that there were also
electronic sounds—pretty pure electronic beeps or growls—that
would travel in the line of the lights and through the
woods After a while what we did was 3et up a series that were
like two intercepting diamonds, or maybe they were more
parallelograms, across the landscape As the lights would move
through the trees, the trees would appear to jump. It was the
spindling hardwood forest with no leaves, being winter, and the
shadows would be very stark as a strobe would fire, and then the
next one would fire and the shadows would be moved by the
difference in the angle of the light.... We had a ruby laser, but
you needed something in the air to perceive it, so we had to have
foggy nights for that. It was an interesting thing these blobs
of light that were flying around at a great rate on the ground,
and then something linear crossing it. That was like composing a
painting.

Fortified by this experience, and by having briefly set up an

environment at the Wadsworth Atheneum in Hartford, Pulsa with all its

computers and other equipment and its most ambitious plans yet converged

on the Museum of Modern Art sculpture garden in late December 1969.

Besides the usual strobes and speakers were to be included 12

microphone/speaker feedback systems responsive to visitors' presence and

movement as well as that of the wind, passing airplanes, and cars; 27

outdoor infrared heaters; and two closed-circuit television cameras on

the museum roof which would receive and relay information about traffic

flow among visitors in the garden. "There will be many levels of

feedback loops and interaction, producing a kind of ecology amonst the

several systems," Pulsa promised.

The installation met wide critical acclaim but the artists were

not entirely content. For one thing, the impulse that had made them
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publish their circuitry in IEEE taMfcBBfc the impulse to share and

demystify technology, led them to leave their controls visible behind

glass next to the garden, where visitors could inquire about them. This

took a great deal of attention on the artists' part at times when, as

often happened, the equipment was not behaving properly. For another

thing, the Art Workers Coalition was currently battling with the museum

about free admission days, among other issues, and Pulsa threatened to

close down its installation if people were not admitted free to see it.

One of the feedback loops was to have connected Pulsa' s bread

factory computer to a more sophisticated one uptown, but this link was

never completed because it proved impossible for anyone to program the

Pulsa computer; a programming specialist was still trying when the show

closed in early March 1970. What this meant was that the infrared

heaters, for example, responded locally and directly to visitors'

approach instead of that response being modified by the wind and by

passing cars and airplanes, and this meant a failure of the artificial

intelligence capabilities of Pulsa 's environment. Crosby, for one,

spent much time trying to make the equipment work locally, and he later

accused the others of being so process-oriented as to have no concern

for the public product or performance. Fuge, indeed, still feels the

installation to have been a failure as a conceptual piece and as a

theoretical set of concepts the group was working on.

Finally, although 12 companies had lent or donated equipment, the

budget proved too small, the equipment too frustrating to handle and

coordinate; and Pulsa went home exhausted and a bit disillusioned. The

possibility of creating computer systems able to pick up and return

information to a viewer like a living system in real time, and of
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technology becoming really responsive and intelligent, began to seem now

like a Utopian fantasy.

Perhaps this crisis was one factor that led ultimately to the

break-up of the group, since the interests of one wing—Duesing, Fuge,

and for a while Rumsey—began to turn to survival arts (such as growing

food and producing heat and shelter) while Cain and Clancy maintained

their interest in a publicly-oriented high art. But in the meantime,

Cain and his wife became very involved in Transcendental Meditation and

went to India. Then a series of incidents led Crosby to disengage

himself: He had evidently fallen out of synch with the others, felt

ostracized, and left. But the touring of performances and installations

which Pulsa turned to after MoMA also eliminated the participation of

Kindlmann, who had a job at Yale.

So with only four members in the field out of the original core

seven, do the tours of thre three years from early 1970 to early 1973

belong to Pulsa or to some new post-Pulsa development? The continued

cohesion of the group, with its bases at Yale and at California

Institute of the Arts, where the artists spent two months out of each of

these three years, argues for the former. However, MoMA had been the

last big effort at custom designing an installation unique to the needs

of a particular institution. The later work mostly combined old

components in new and inventive ways, and much of it relied heavily on

interactive video and on plant environments. Clancy cites 16

installations that the group set up in those three years; although the

heavy bread factory computer had been sold off, the other equipment was

tiring to moved around, and at the end of that time the group had

effectively ceased to exist.
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Among the more noteworthy of these performances was one in which

panels of fluorescent bulbs were strapped to the backs of chairs in a

darkened auditorium and activated by microphones scattered among group

and audience members. "We were able to create a resonant, pulsating

field effect while giving out information about what we were doing— just

improvising," recalls Cain, who had briefly returned to the group.

Another piece involved a cigar-shaped inflatable with hundreds of Easter

lillies and a sound system anyone could play, inside a dirt running

track with strobes. Still another set an array of strobes into a canyon

so that they complemented the landing strobes of a nearby airport—the

airport authorities closed that one down quickly. One piece set up a

bombardment of the senses unusual for Pulsa by running a line of strobes

vertically across the walls and ceiling of a small dome and another line

horizontally around it, with two lines of speakers at oblique angles to

the lines of strobes. "People were practically passing out in the

space.... We were frankly feeling a bit aggressive," Rumsey recalls.

Another piece involved a police Doppler radar so sensitive that it could

pick up a hand opening and closing in space; the installation gave an

audience feedback about its own movements in terms of synthesized sound

played back over 40 speakers.

As for the video environments, they were typically reflexive,

with the viewer as subject, and might display multiple projected images

with delays between them, almost like multiple selves that repeated or

anticipated each other. Or they might link the floors of a building or

even, in one case, two university dormitories, one for women and one for

men, that were off limits to each other. Sometimes the video

installations were combined with plant environments; sometimes sensors
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were attached to the plants and they were made to broadcast to human

listeners and to other plants.

The existence of Pulsa as a group coincided almost exactly with

the six years in Lippard's chronicle of attempts to deraaterialize the

art object. And Pulsa' s assertion of the validity of the real moment

experience partly accounts for the scarcity now of documentation of its

work. "Ten years later all those things we were working with suddenly

became more available and less expensive when the next stage of

technology was arrived at," Clancy laments. But ten years later the

technological optimism underlying Pulsa work at least up to MoMA, and

the economy that supported it, would have started to disintegrate; as

early as 1970 the semiconductor industry, always cyclical, had gone into

a slump and equipment donations had dried up. Ten years later and the

fascination with light and kinetic art, which supported both Pulsa and

USCO, would also have disappeared. "Had we had then all the technology

that we have now, I think we would have rattled around too much amongst

a whole bunch of possibilities," thinks Kindlmann. He points out that

integrated circuits were then just starting to come in. Any earlier,

and Pulsa work would have been impossible. Which brings us back to the

art historical pocket in which both these groups are sequestered.

As a start in extricating them from it, I would like to see both

groups situated against the background of the contemporary theoreticians

and critics closest to them—Marshall McLuhan for USCO, and Jack Burnham

with perhaps Marvin Minsky at M.I. T. in the background for Pulsa. USCO

venerated McLuhan, and he appeared at two programs with them, at

Rochester and at Vancouver. Comparing their ideas, which share certain
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features and contradictions, might give us a sideways look at USCO. The

presentation of both was non-linear and, in verbal terms, aphoristic;

both believed paradoxically that super-sophisticated electronic media

would somehow activate primitive, originary levels of the psyche.

McLuhan gave the artist an avant-garde role in understanding and helping

society absorb the impact of technological change and associated what he

saw as the new oral quality of the electronic age with Nietzsche's

concept of the Dionysian. McLuhan has been partly absorbed into the

later media theory of Baudrillard, just as the effects USCO pioneered

were co-opted—partly with the help of Intermedia Systems—by education

and industry.

However, McLuhan was fond of dichotomies—hot and cool, machines

vs. automation, etc., but of USCO, only Durkee—who found it necessary

to purge the church of the hangars-on who were living there, and who

went suddenly from heavy use of hallucinogens to complete abstinence

—

lived by dichotomies; Stern was known for his undifferentiating,

unifying qualities. McLuhan says that each medium takes the previous

one as content—so the movies' content was the novel, and much of TV's

content is old movies. What was the content of USCO? Although such

comparisons have their limits, they do seem to offer one approach to

making these groups and their work more accessible within the art

historical pockets where they seem to have lodged.
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As for Pulsa, Burnham's career for a short time runs curiously parallel

to the Pulsa experience, xith malfunctions and •wen possible sabotage crippling

the 1970 "Software" show he curated at the Jewish Museum "more severely than

Pulsa' s frustrations with its computer had done at MoMA a few months earlier.

Pulsa had helped Burnham make the contacts that led to the "Software" show,

from which he then excluded them—because he saw them as competitors with his

own studio work on electroluminescent panels, according to one Pulsa member.

Burnham's essay, "The Aesthetics of Intelligent Systems" (I969) is close to

Pulsa thinking of that year. He admits there that the Yale Golf Course was

"the most ambitious programmed art environment to date" while chiding Pulsa

because "patterns appear only when one is to some degree removed from the

field of lights.... Pulsa is not insensitive to the need for using a computer

more elegantly," he wrote. The notion of a systemically intelligent and

interactive environment can be seen as part of the '60s participatory aesthetic,

but in Burnham's hands it also represents a desire to colonize every area of

life by rationality, and can be seen as an example of those totalizing tendencies

that were shortly to lead to his book, The Structure of Art , and his turn to

mysticism. Contemporary critics viewed "Software" as a Conceptual Art show,

and one may wonder to what extent Pulsa work was also conceptual, despite the

gratifying light effects it produced and its preoccupation with hardware.

Pulsa's existence coincided almost exactly with the six years in Lippard's

chronicle of attempts to dematerialize the art object. One can also note

McLuhan's influence on Burnham's "Software" catalogue essay. Although such

concerns cannot give us the experience of the work in question, they can help

us recontextualize it and to some extent evaluate thir set in terms of the
•v.

realization of its unstated and perhaps unrecognized premises.


